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Abstract

We describe models for the behavior of hot-pressed boron carbide
that is subjected to extreme dynamic environments such as ballistic
impact. We first identify the deformation and failure mechanisms
that are observed in boron carbide under such conditions, and then
review physics-based models for each of these mechanisms and the
integration of these models into a single physics-based continuum
model for the material. Atomistic modeling relates the composition
and stoichiometry to the amorphization threshold, while mesoscale
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modeling relates the processing-induced defect distribution to the
fracture threshold. The models demonstrate that the relative im-
portance of amorphization and fracture are strongly dependent on
the geometry and impact conditions, with the volume fraction of
amorphized material being unlikely to be significant until very high
velocities (∼ 3km/s) are reached for geometries such as ball impact
on plates. These connections to the physics thus provide guidelines
for the design of improved boron carbide materials for impact ap-
plications.

1 Introduction and Background

An excellent recent review of the mechanical behavior of boron carbide and
the recent literature can be found in the work of Awasthi and Subhash [1].
Our focus is on constitutive models for boron carbide subjected to extreme
dynamic loading, with a view towards guiding materials design for these ex-
treme environments. Constitutive models for ceramics under dynamic load-
ing are typically of two types: first, phenomenological models that attempt
to fit the measured mechanical behavior, and second, physics-based mod-
els that incorporate fracture mechanics. Phenomenological models have
the advantage of being computationally efficient and fast-running, while
physics-based models have the advantage of being extendable to a wider
variety of stress states and strain rates. Excellent examples of phenomeno-
logical models in this domain include the works of Johnson, Holmquist,
and colleagues [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], as well as models developed broadly for geo-
logical and quasibrittle materials such as the Kayenta model [7]. Improved
phenomenological models have been recently developed for ceramics under
ultrahigh pressures [8, 9]. Examples of physics-based models that address
the fracture mechanism include the works of Nemat-Nasser and colleagues
[10, 11, 12], Huang and Subhash [13], and Paliwal and Ramesh [14]. We will
identify specific models for boron carbide in the literature in subsequent
sections.

When a ceramic target is subjected to impact loading, a significant
amount of kinetic energy is deposited into a small volume of the target,
resulting in the generation of a high energy density in the target material.
The high energy density is typically associated with an intense transient
stress state and results in the activation of multiple mechanisms within the
material. Each of these mechanisms has an associated length scale and
timescale, and which mechanism is activated and to what degree depends
on the stress state, the available time and the stress or deformation history.
Physics-based models for the behavior of the ceramic under such intense
loading states should incorporate the physics of these multiple mechanisms
in order to provide reasonable predictions under extreme loading conditions
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within a specific application. This approach then connects the chemistry
and microstructure of the material with the mechanisms and the constitu-
tive model, making possible the design of the material for a specific impact
application.

In this work we bring together models that capture specific mechanisms
that are known to be activated within boron carbide subjected to extreme
dynamic environments. These mechanisms each occur at specific length
and timescales and models for each mechanism are described in brief. We
then discuss the integration of these mechanism-based models into an inte-
grative model that can be exercised at the continuum scale. Our focus is on
providing an overview of the models developed for each scale and showing
how they come together into an integrated continuum model, rather than
on developing a new model. The intention is to provide the reader with a
review of the existing literature but in a form that allows for the greatest
utility of the models already developed or under development.

2 Identification of key mechanisms

For the purposes of this manuscript, we will consider the impact of a spher-
ical projectile into a plate of boron carbide as the canonical problem of in-
terest. We identify impact velocities of up to two kilometers per second as
being the relevant velocities, and assume that the initial temperature of the
ceramic is room temperature. Simulations using phenomenological models
suggest that these impacts generate pressures in the range of 0− 35 GPa,
strain rates of 10−2 − 106 s−1, and shear stresses up to 10 GPa, with all of
these conditions developed over time frames on the order of microseconds.
We refer to this collection of variables and their ranges as a “canonical
model,” and use the canonical model to guide the development of our con-
stitutive modeling effort (i.e., the mechanisms of interest to us as the ones
observed under these conditions).

A combination of in situ and post impact measurements have identi-
fied several key mechanisms that are activated within boron carbide under
these conditions. These include amorphization at high pressures [15], mas-
sive fracture [16] and fragmentation [17], and granular flow [16]. The effects
of temperature on the amorphization mechanism have also been considered
using MD simulations, [18] and [19]. Once granular flow begins, we also ob-
serve dilation in the ceramic, and this results in the development of porosity.
Subsequent loading by compression waves then result in the crushing of the
porosity, and so pore compaction must also be incorporated as a potential
mechanism.

We now discuss specific models for each of these mechanisms before pre-
senting the integration of these mechanisms into an integrated constitutive
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model that can be used at the continuum scale for such impact simulations.
We begin with the smallest-scale mechanism, that of amorphization.

3 Models for the key mechanisms in boron

carbide

3.1 Amorphization in Boron Carbide

In order to explain the amorphization of boron carbide (B4C) under stress
conditions, many theoretical studies focused on the atomic structural fail-
ure that leads to the amorphous shear bands. For instance, Density Func-
tional Theory (DFT) simulations on the deformation of B4C under hy-
drostatic and uniaxial loading suggested that the structure failure arises
from the reaction of bent 3-atom chains with nearby icosahedra, leading to
the deconstruction of icosahedra and formation of amorphous shear bands
found in nanoindentation experiments, thus suggesting that the B4C failure
initiates from the disassembly of the icosahedra during shear deformation
[20, 21, 22, 23]. Continuum models for this mechanism have also been
developed. We describe each of these types of models below.

3.1.1 Atomistic model for amorphization

To investigate atomistic mechanisms of amorphization in B4C, we applied
DFT to investigate the shear deformation of (B11Cp)(CBC) under ideal
shear conditions. It should be noted that DFT shows that the most stable
B4C single crystal has the form (B11Cp)(CBC). We used this to examine
the response of B4C to shear along 11 plausible slip systems and found
that (0111)/[1101] leads to the lowest critical shear stress among all slip
systems. The atomistic failure process along this slip system, shown in
Fig. 1, consists of two key steps: (1) at 0.245 shear strain, the B-C bonds
between neighboring icosahedra break, resulting in formation of a lone pair
on the carbene-like carbon; (2) at 0.348 strain, the C-B-C chain is bent
significantly that the positive Lewis acidic B atom in the CBC chain can
form a Lewis acid–Lewis base bond to this negative carbene, leading to the
disintegration of the icosahedron[24].

Even though quantum mechanics (QM) simulations provide an under-
standing of the underlying physical phenomena associated with amorphiza-
tion in the crystal, it should be noted that such QM calculations ( <200
atoms) have a spatial scale of 2-3nm, too small to describe the amorphous
shear bands (which are observed experimentally to be several nm thick and
separated by >20nm. Capturing this behavior requires >200,000 atoms,
too big for QM. Therefore, to determine the relationship of amorphous
shear bands with brittle failure, we used the ReaxFF reactive force field
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Figure 1: (a) The structures of B4C at various strains from DFT calcula-
tions, showing the Isosurface of the electron localization functional (ELF).
At 0.245 strain, the B-C bond connecting two icosahedra breaks, leading
to formation of a negative carbene. At 0.348 strain, this negative carbene
reacts with the positive Lewis acidic B atom in the middle of C-B-C chain
that has bent way over toward the Carbene C due to the large shear. The
green and brown balls represent the boron and carbon atoms, respectively.
This figure is from ref.[24].
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in reactive molecular dynamics (RMD) simulations as a function of B4C
shear deformations for a large ∼ 200, 000 atom B4C crystal that is ∼ 25
nm along the x and y directions. This allows sufficient room for forming
the 2-3 nm shear bands[25]. We deformed B4C along two slip systems:

• (0001)/[1010] which we find favors deformation twinning and

• (0111)/[1101] which we find favors amorphous band formation.

Along the (0001)/[1010] slip system, we observed first the twinning for-
mation, followed later by amorphous band formation, cavitation, and crack
opening, as shown in Fig. 2. We analyzed the RMD trajectory to discover
that the origin of the 2-3nm amorphous bands is that they have a 5-10%
higher density compared to the crystalline region. This higher density
results in tension (negative pressure) that leads to cavitation and crack
formation. The density of amorphous region is higher because of more
localized bonding character compared to the delocalized bonding within
the icosahedron in the crystalline phase. This amorphous band formation
was also observed in slip system (0111)/[1101] where the density of the
amorphous band also increases by ∼ 5%. We caution here that experi-
mental methods have not yet been able to follow the crack initiation in
sufficient detail so as to validate the results and interpretations from the
theory. Indeed our MD simulations were performed at a high strain rate
(over 108 s−1) that could exaggerate the effects, accelerating the transition
from twins to cavitation to crack formation. Future experimental and the-
oretical efforts in this area remain important to follow the initiation and
evolution of amorphous bands in boron carbide, particularly at lower strain
rates.

In addition, some studies have suggested that temperature increase dur-
ing shock loading plays an important role in the amorphization of boron
carbide [18, 19]. Awasthi and Subhash [18] applied ReaxFFMD simulations
to explore the compression process of boron carbide under high-pressure
regime of 40-70 GPa, predicting the thermodynamic variables during the
amorphization process. Their results indicated that boron carbide will par-
tially or complete melt under such high pressure and cannot recrystallize
after cooling. They also predicted the Hugoniot relationship from ReaxFF
MD simulations [19], which agreed well with experimental measurements.

Typically in a polycrystal, we encounter multiple grains oriented in var-
ious ways with the associated grain boundaries. Grain boundaries (GBs)
in B4C have been characterized using TEM[26, 27]. To predict the effect
of GBs on amorphous band formation, we employed ReaxFF RMD simula-
tions to investigate the deformation mechanisms of nanocrystalline boron
carbide (n-B4C) with grain sizes ranging from 5 to 15 nm[28]. The finite
shear deformations were performed on three polycrystalline models of n-
B4C with average grain sizes of 5nm, 10nm, and 15nm, respectively. The
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Figure 2: Shear-stress-shear-strain relationship of B4C [of form
(B11Cp)(CBC)] from ReaxFF reactive Molecular Dynamics (RMD) on a
single crystal with dimensions of ∼ 25nm (200,000 atoms) (a) shear along
(0001)/[1010]]; (b)-(g) snapshots during shearing: (b) Twin formation. (c)
Twin growth and new twin formation. (d) The growth of the two twins to
the whole cell. (e) formation of the 2-3nm Amorphous shear band within
the twinned region. (f) Cavitation within the amorphous band. (g) Full
crack formation. This figure is from ref.[25].
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stress-strain relationships, displayed in Fig. 3(a and b), show that the ideal
strength of n-B4C decreases as grain size decreases, a reverse Hall-Petch
relationship in n-B4C. The GB1 model with the smallest grain size (5 nm)
has a relatively large plastic deformation (0.25 - 0.5 shear strain) before fail-
ure, showing that it is more ductile than the 10nm and 15nm GB models.
Our analyses of the deformation mechanism shows that the plastic defor-
mation in n-B4C models is dominated by intergranular fracture resulting
from GB sliding, as shown in Fig. 6(c, d, and e). In the GB1 model, a
larger plastic deformation region arises from a larger fraction of fractured
icosahedra along the GBs, leading to high-energy GBs. This deformation
mechanism (GB sliding) in n-B4C is confirmed by TEM observations[28].
Our simulation results indicate that high-energy GBs in B4C help promote
GB sliding and plastic deformation, leading to enhanced fracture tough-
ness. Overall the simulations show that smaller grain size substantially
increases ductility with only a small decrease in strength.

With the intent of mitigating the adverse effects of amorphization in
B4C subjected to shear loading, we used QM to examine substitutions of
these CBC chains with two atom chains such as Si-Si[29], PP[30], OO[31]
(note, it has been demonstrated before that the fundamental cause of B4C
brittle fracture is the reaction of the middle B in the CBC chains). Indeed
the QM shows that (B11C)(SiSi) and (B11C)(PP) leads to very ductile
materials, with the single crystal staying stable as the shear is continued
to large strains [29, 30, 31]. Unfortunately the standard techniques for
fabricating B4C do not lead to incorporating Si-Si chains. However we
find that boron rich boron Carbide, B13C2, [(B11C)(BBC)] leads to bent
BBC chains[32]. Thus it is possible to incorporate a few % of Si in these
chains[33]. Indeed experiments show that starting with B13C2 and putting
2% Si distributed among the chains leads to improved ductility. We have
simulated this by replacing the BC of some chains with Si, totaling 2% and
we also find improved ductility[33].

Our studies of brittleness in B4C showed that cracking across grains
leads to amorphization [24] and we showed that very small grains lead to
grain boundaries that direct shear along these boundaries [28]. This was
studied in depth in collaboration with Lasalvia [34]. Interestingly, we found
that microalloying with Mg also leads to enhanced ductility [35]. This has
not yet been tested experimentally.

Summarizing, the theory and simulations have shown that incorporating
Si, P, O, and Mg[29, 30, 31, 35] into grain boundaries can improve ductility
and current synthesis techniques have demonstrated this experimentally
for Si in B rich materials. We suggest that incorporating P should be
investigated experimentally.
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Figure 3: (a) The shear-stress-shear-strain relationships of nano-B4C for
three grain sizes (GB1=5nm, GB2=10nm, GB3=15nm) under ideal shear
deformation. (b) The ideal strength vs. grain sizes. (c-e) The snapshots
for the three GB models at different stress corresponding to the points in
Fig. (a). (c1-e1) The snapshots of the beginning of plastic deformation.
(c2-e2) The snapshots with critical shear stress. (c3-e3) The snapshots of
formation of cavitation. This figure is from Ref. [28]
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3.1.2 Continuum models for amorphization

Amorphization is fundamentally a subgrain mechanism, in that it occurs
within the crystal. However, most continuum models of ceramics do not
account for the grain structure. As a consequence, the development of
amorphization within the crystal must be included within a continuum
model as an internal state variable that evolves in some way. By defini-
tion, a continuum model will not resolve individual amorphous bands and
rather must replace them by an equivalent amorphization volume fraction.
Therefore, a continuum model must define three things: first, a threshold
for the onset of amorphization; second, a criterion for the evolution of the
amorphization volume fraction; and third, the properties of the amorphous
material.

Amorphization has been observed in a variety of materials other than
boron carbide, including silicon, quartz, and other geomaterials, with a
variety of crystal structures. Several authors [36, 37, 38, 22] have de-
fined amorphization thresholds using criteria related to the Born instability
(based on the anisotropic elastic moduli of the crystals). Such a threshold
criterion is useful when the deformation occurs entirely within a single crys-
tal (e.g. nanoindentation). In most continuum simulations of boron carbide
under impact, however, the material is polycrystalline. In such cases the
representative volume element (RVE) used to define material behavior at a
Gauss point in a finite element usually spans hundreds of crystals, and so
a Born stability argument cannot be used. In such a case the amorphiza-
tion threshold criterion can be either stress-based or strain-based, but it is
most commonly stress-based (e.g. defining a critical shock stress at which
amorphization is assumed to set in, as in the case of quartz [39]). In the
case of boron carbide, based on diamond anvil cell experiments, a threshold
criterion based on a combination of pressure and shear stress is appropriate
[40].

Once amorphization has set in, the degree of amorphization and the be-
havior of the amorphous material must be defined. The rate of growth of
the amorphization volume fraction within the RVE in a continuum model
is defined as a function of the stress state [40]. The behavior of the amor-
phous material is itself described in terms of volumetric and deviatoric
behaviors, with a combination of densification within the band and vis-
coplastic sliding across the band. A review of the corresponding evolution
equations and the related experimental data is presented by [40]. The form
of the equations is derived from the atomistic simulations combined with
available experimental data, and the equations can be parameterized using
particle velocity histories from a set of plate impact experiments.
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3.2 Dynamic fracture of boron carbide

As with all ceramics, the primary failure mode for boron carbide is fracture.
In the case of dynamic loading, fracture is observed under all stress states
except that of very high pressures. Even under predominantly compressive
stress states, wing cracks are observed to nucleate from defects within the
material [41, 42], and these cracks can grow rapidly. The primary defects
that nucleate such cracks are observed to be carbonaceous defects in com-
mercial boron carbides [43]. Under dynamic loading the majority of the
defect population in the boron carbide may nucleate cracks [44, 14], and
so the overall response of the material is affected both by crack nucleation
and crack growth. Crack growth speeds are high in boron carbide (speeds
of 2 km/s have been observed [43, 17, 45]), and longitudinal and shear
wave speeds are also very high (given the high modulus and low density).
Nevertheless, the finite crack speeds, combined with the defect distribu-
tions, lead to an effective rate dependence of the strength of boron carbide
[44]. The key mechanism is that of the interaction of dynamically growing
cracks, discussed below. Experimental work on the dynamic fracture of
boron carbide has been extensive over the last few years, e.g. [43, 17, 45].
One advantage of a subset of the recent experimental literature is that
much of the work was performed on samples taken from a single plate of
a commercially available material that has been very well characterized
[46, 43], thus ensuring relative consistency of the microstructure.

3.2.1 Models for dynamic fracture of ceramics

Most models for the dynamic fracture of brittle solids can be related back to
the seminal work of Freund [47], and consider the driving force needed for
a single crack propagating at constant velocity. These approaches are sum-
marized in books such as that by [48], and are consistent with experimental
results. Current work in the area includes the examination of transonic and
supersonic cracks [49], but transonic and supersonic cracks have not been
observed in boron carbide (the damage fronts observed by [50] do not repre-
sent individual crack speeds). Crack growth speeds as high as 2 km/s have
been observed in boron carbide [43, 17, 45], but the longitudinal and shear
wave speeds in boron carbide are also high, so the observed crack speeds
are subsonic. Thus classical dynamic fracture mechanics is appropriate
in terms of individuals cracks in boron carbide. However, the high com-
pressive stresses generated by the impact result in the nucleation of large
numbers of cracks, and so the effective interaction of many dynamically
growing cracks is the key mechanism that must be captured. The cracks
that are developed in boron carbide under overall dynamic compression
are so-called wing cracks [10] nucleated from sliding on thin carbonaceous
defects [41, 42]. Given typical defect densities and the number of cracks
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nucleated, continuum models for the behavior of boron carbide that include
these cracks take the form of damage models, with the damage growth rate
determined through micromechanics analyses.

The typical approach within continuum models of dynamic fracture in
ceramics is captured within Figure 4. The microstructure of the boron car-
bide presented in Figure 4a contains a distribution of carbonaceous defects,
typically with a plate-like morphology. Each of these defects is typically
modeled as a penny-shaped crack as shown in Figure 4b, with each defect
having a size 2s and normal n (thus the defects are described in terms of
a size distribution and an orientation distribution. When the material is
subjected to a sufficiently large compressive stress state, sliding can occur
across any given defect (which is typically graphitic [27]), resulting in the
activation of wing cracks as shown in Figure 4c. The traction vector T on
the defect under any loading results in a maximum shear stress direction,
which we denote by P . Once the wing crack length l becomes sufficiently
large with respect to the defect half-size s, the mechanics associated with
any given defect can be approximated as a 2-dimensional problem as shown
in Figure 4d. For this 2D problem of a single sliding defect and if the local
stress state is known, the driving force at the crack tip is known in terms
of the stress intensity factor KI e.g. [10] (we assume the crack is in an
opening mode, or mode I, for the purposes of this discussion). However,
we do not have a single defect and associated wing cracks, but rather a
distribution of these, and the existence of the other cracks will affect the
local driving force on any given crack. One approach to addressing these
interactions is by assuming that the defects are all of the same size and
arranged in an array, e.g. [11]. A more general approach would consider
a size distribution of defects that are randomly located in the material as
in Figure 4e, and then use a self-consistent approach (Figure 4f) to com-
pute the driving force on the crack tips. This approach was developed for
dynamically growing cracks by [44, 14]. Once the driving stress intensity
factor is known, the rate of growth of a crack of length l(t) is given by

l̇ = cRf(KI , KIC) (1)

where cR is the Rayleigh wave speed and KIC is the fracture toughness
of the material. The function f(KI , KIC) is typically assumed to be of
the form derived by Freund [47], often extended into a power law with
two parameters that can be determined from experimental observations of
dynamically growing cracks.

Now that the rate of growth of wing cracks from a distribution of defects
can be computed, it becomes possible to determine the effective behavior
of the ceramic in terms of an effective damage function, the kinematics,
and the stress state [51] and this approach has been applied to boron car-
bide [52], see the detailed explanations therein. The overall model can
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 4: Development of a model for boron carbide containing cracks
nucleating from a distribution of processing-induced defects

now make physics-based predictions of the behavior under multiple load-
ing states (e.g., dynamic uniaxial stress and dynamic uniaxial strain) once
it is provided with the microstructural parameters and crack speeds needed
as inputs. However, note that once the propagating cracks intersect, the
system transitions towards a fragmentation rather than a fracture problem,
and the fragments eventually lead to a granular material. The next section
discusses the transition from fracture to granular flow.

3.3 Transition from fracture to granular flow

As cracks in damaged solids grow in length in the presence of macroscopic
stress and strain, they interact and begin to coalesce. Cracks initially close
to one another often coalesce in different modes [53, 54], leading to larger
coalesced crack assemblies and altered crack densities. Huq et. al. [55]
developed a crack growth and coalescence model to address this behavior.
As cracks grow in length during rapid loading, multiple cracks may also
coalesce simultaneously. This type of coalescence, called competitive crack
coalescence [56] is challenging to model because explicit representation of
all cracks is computationally infeasible. While idealisations of independent
crack growth in an effective media is computationally tractable, they do not
address the fundamental evolution of the material from a cracked contin-
uum to a fully fragmented solid. Some continuum models describing com-
petitive crack coalescence rely on a gradual transition from a solid to a gran-
ular phase based on damage parameters specific to the model[57, 58, 59, 4].
Other models feature a sharp transition based on a critical threshold of en-
ergy [60] or a damage parameter [51, 2, 5].
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3.3.1 Transition model

Bhattacharjee et. al. [61] modelled the instantaneous crack coalescence and
fragmentation by discrete simulation of crack populations modeled using a
modified version of the Paliwal & Ramesh model [14] with varying initial
defect orientation. 3D cracks were modelled in a voxellized space, and crack
coalescence was accomplished through a coalescence zone that surrounds
a crack. This zone (Figure 5a) represents a probabilistic region in which
crack coalescence can occur over a given time step. A connected-region
algorithm is used to isolate and extract fragments in a cracked material.
This is followed by a dilation procedure to compensate for resolution effect
in calculating fragment sizes within a voxellized domain. Figure 5b shows
a representative image of a fully fragmented microstructure. The paper
establishes a new metric to identify the degree of fragmentation called
the Effective Fragmentation Ratio (EFR). Transition to a granular phase
occurs when the EFR reaches a critical threshold. Parametric studies of
the 3D fragmentation model and a phenomenological model were used to
independently establish an empirical, microstructure-dependent transition
equation which serves as a switch in continuum damage models to activate
granular physics. Implementation of this modified transition criterion in
the integrated ceramics model demonstrated more realistic representation
of failure patterns in simulations of impact experiments [62].

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Representative images of (a) a crack with a coalescence zone, (b)
a fully fragmented microstructure (Individual fragments are represented by
different colors).

Once the transition from fracture to granular behavior is complete, the
now granular material (the comminuted ceramic) can flow. We discuss
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models for the granular flow of such comminuted ceramics (and boron car-
bide in particular) in the next section.

3.4 Granular flow of comminuted ceramics

In high-rate impact experiments of armor ceramics, the region immediately
under the impactor experiences a high degree of fragmentation, resulting
in a comminuted zone often referred to as the Mescall region [63, 64, 65,
16, 66]. The macromechanical response of this region is characterized by
the kinematics of granular media, or granular flow. Granular flow has been
extensively studied in geomechanics [67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72], astrophysics
[73, 74], manufacturing [75, 76, 77], armor ceramics [64, 78, 79]. For ar-
mor ceramics, the specific problem of interest is that of dry, dense, high-
rate granular flows. Models for granular flow can be broadly classified as
particle-based models and continuum-based methods. The choice between
these models is related to the required scalability, efficiency and accuracy in
capturing the various mechanisms and associated behavior: frictional slid-
ing, particle rearrangement, dilatancy, pore collapse and particle breakage.

3.4.1 Classical models for granular flow

Instead of considering individual particles as ions/molecules (as done in
molecular dynamics simulations), particles can also be considered as a spe-
cific region of the continuum. Examples of these methods include discrete
element models (DEM) [80], material point method [81], and peridynamics
[82]. These approaches are generally well-suited to handle discontinuities in
fragmentation and granular flow due to their mesh-free nature. To explore
the micromechanical dynamics of the transition to granular flow, Clemmer
and Robbins studied the breakup and flow of sheared, brittle solids with
a focus on the evolution of the distribution of fragment masses [83]. The
study used a mix of ideas from DEM and molecular dynamics to simulate
large systems capable of resolving several orders of magnitude of fragment
sizes. By controlling interactions between particles, the bulk and shear
moduli as well as the mode I and II fracture toughness were independently
varied. Upon fracturing, a power-law distribution of fragment masses was
identified which extended to a maximum cutoff that increased with further
strain. A sample set of grains from a fractured system is seen in Figure 6.
Simulations characterized the impact of strain, rate, and material proper-
ties on this power-law distribution.

Despite their versatility in modelling complicated deformation, particle
based models [84] are constrained by the number of particles that can be
reasonably simulated. To avoid such restrictions, mesh based continuum
models can also be used to study the granular flow mechanism, but they
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Figure 6: Exploded view of fully fragmented DEM undergoing granular
flow. Grains are colored by their logarithmic mass. Grains consisting of a
single particle were removed for visibility.

cannot represent fragmentation unless empirical rules are considered for
element deletion. The constitutive laws defining the granular flow in con-
ventional mesh based and/or mesh-free based continuum particle methods
is typically done using classical plasticity models [57, 5, 85, 86, 87, 88,
89] and micro-mechanics-based kinematic formulations. Micromechanical
models provide more physically-realistic approximations of the underlying
microscale behaviour averaged over a mesoscale representative volume ele-
ment (RVE), and they have the capability of simulating more complicated
kinematics.

The classical plasticity models differ in their treatment of yield crite-
ria, rate dependency and the flow criterion. In the past, the Tresca yield
criterion [90] or a cohesionless Mohr-Coulumb model with shear strength
saturation beyond the HEL [85, 91] has been used to model the commin-
uted region in cavity expansion problems. Numerous viscoplastic granular
flow models were developed and employed in literature [51, 86, 57, 2, 4, 92].
In the current continuum implementation of granular flow modeling within
the constitutive model, three different options have been implemented for
the user [51, 92, 93], which have been discussed later in the manuscript.

FRAGBED models [94, 95, 96] are some of the earliest micromechanical
models of granular flow in which the key concepts of dislocation mechan-
ics were utilized to model the porosity evolution and subsequent granular
behavior of comminuted ceramics. Another class of micromechanical mod-
els are based on continuum breakage mechanics theory first developed by
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Figure 7: Representative image of the yield surface of the continuum break-
age model in the p-q stress space.

Einav [97, 98, 99]. As part of this work, apart from the implementation of
the plasticity based granular flow model [51, 92], a model for granular flow
in boron carbide was also implemented referred to as the Breakage model
[93].

3.4.2 Breakage model for ceramics

Cil et. al. [93] developed a constitutive model for brittle materials that
accounts for the competition between dilation and particle breakage, two
mechanisms driving the porosity evolution and material deformation. The
key premise of this work is that particles undergo refragmentation until
they reach a critical distribution. An internal state variable called the
breakage parameter quantifies this evolving particle size distribution. The
yield surface of the granular material shifts with particle fragmentation.
The model formulation takes three primary dissipative mechanisms into
account: (a) particle breakage, (b) particle reorganization, (c) frictional
sliding. Rate-dependency using the overstress theory of viscoplasticity was
further introduced in [100]. The model was calibrated and validated against
drained triaxial compression data of different sands and its predictive ca-
pabilities were assessed against experimental data on granular ceramics.
Further implementation of this model in the framework of an integrated
ceramics model in [101, 62] compared performance in simulations of various
impact experiments on Boron Carbide against experimental observations.

Figure 7 shows a representative image of the yield surface (γ) in the
pressure (p) -deviatoric stress (q) space. Note this model also represents
a capped formulation as that of the previous model used [51]. The green
dotted line, with a slope M , denotes the critical state line. M is a measure
of granular friction and is inherently related to the particle morphology.
The intercept on the p-axis, the critical breakage energy density, EC , is the
energy density at which particle breakage initiates in the media.

Now that we have described all of the unit mechanisms, we describe
how these individual models can be integrated into a holistic constitutive
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model for boron carbide.

4 Integrated model for boron carbide in ex-

treme dynamic environments

This section describes the integration of the individual mechanisms of amor-
phization, fracture and granular flow in boron carbide into a single inte-
grative physics-based model that can be used to guide the design of boron
carbide for dynamic applications. We refer to this multi-mechanism model
henceforth as the “integrated model.” Previously, physics-based models
for the fracture and granular flow mechanisms have been incorporated into
constitutive models for ceramics by researchers such as Deshpande et al.
[57] and Tonge and Ramesh [51]. The latter also incorporated the equa-
tion of state, and the pore compaction mechanism. With respect to boron
carbide, Tonge and Ramesh [52] provided a nearly complete constitutive
model that integrated the equation of state and the mechanisms of pore
collapse, dilation, fracture and granular flow, and that could be calibrated
using existing experimental data. However, that model could not explain
the observed behavior of boron carbide in plate impact experiments [79].
During these uniaxial strain experiments, the fracture mechanism is of-
ten suppressed by the confining stresses. Given the lack of experimentally
observed slip plasticity in boron carbide, the plate impact experiments
could only be explained in terms of the high-pressure amorphization mech-
anism. This additional mechanism of amorphization was incorporated into
an extended integrative model by Zeng, Tonge and Ramesh [40, 102], with
the amorphization model parameters calibrated using plate impact exper-
iments. The model can also be calibrated using indentation [40]. Recently
Li and Ramesh [103] extended these models to include plasticity and finite
deformations, but dislocation plasticity has not been observed to any sig-
nificant degree in boron carbide. Here we bring these mechanisms together
for boron carbide, and show some predictions of the model.

A Mie-Gruneisen equation of state is used in this integrated model
for boron carbide. Details regarding the implementation of the equation of
state and pore compaction are presented in previous work of Ramesh group
[51]. All of the mechanisms, including amorphization, are implemented at
the continuum scale, with the general approximation that an RVE in the
model represents at least 100 grains. The individual subcomponents of the
model are of the forms described above. In the case of granular flow, given
the limited available experimental data, three different granular flow models
are currently implemented within this integrative model: a two surface
plasticity model [51], a one surface tear-drop shaped plasticity model [92]
and the breakage model [93]. Details about the individual mechanisms of
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the integrative model have been outlined in numerous previous publications
[52, 102], and the process of integration of these mechanisms (e.g. for
arbitrary stress paths) is described in the work of Zeng et al. [102].

4.1 Calibration of the model

The basic approach to calibrating the model for boron carbide is discussed
in detail by Zeng et al. [102]. The input parameters for the model include
basic material properties such as the density, specific heat capacity, shear
modulus and bulk modulus for the polycrystalline boron carbide as well as
the Mie-Gruneisen EoS parameters. The amorphization model parameters
can be calibrated by fitting the results of plate impact experiments, since
the early time behavior in these experiments is not affected by the fracture
or granular flow mechanisms. For the fracture mechanisms and the transi-
tion to granular flow, the key information needed is the initial distribution
of processing-induced defects (in commercial hot-pressed boron carbides,
the relevant defects are carbonaceous inclusions that are larger than the
grain size). Generally the size distribution is sufficient if the isotropic dam-
age tensor is used, as in the simulations in this paper. Size and orientation
distributions, typically obtained through detail microCT characterization,
can be input directly into the model; if such distributions are not avail-
able, the distributions can be calibrated by matching the rate-dependent
strength under uniaxial stress loading (a dumbbell test [104] would be ideal,
but such data is often not available). One input parameter that must of-
ten be fit is the friction coefficient associated with sliding in the plane
of the defect - in the case of boron carbide, this can be estimated from
the properties of graphite. The parameters associated with the equation
that defines the crack growth rate (such as crack speed and crack growth
exponent) are typically determined directly from crack visualization exper-
iments. Finally, the granular flow parameters must be determined using
either literature data (for the case of Drucker-Prager type plasticity) or
through independent experiments (if the breakage model of Section 3.4.2
is used). In the set of simulations presented in this manuscript, Drucker-
Prager based plasticity model is chosen for representation of the granular
flow in the material.

The list of calibrated parameters and their values (for the case of boron
carbide) is presented in the table below.

4.2 Implementation of the Integrated model in dif-

ferent codes

The integrated ceramic model was initially developed as a native material
model for the Uintah Computational Framework [110]. This framework
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Density (ρ) 2520 kg/m3 [105]
Specific heat capacity (cv) 962 J/(kg·K) [106]
Bulk sound speed (C0) 9.6 ×103 m/s Calculated

EOS Us − Up slope (S) 0.914 [106]
Gruneisen parameter Γ0 1.28 [106]
Shear modulus (G0) 197 GPa [14]
Bulk modulus (K0) 232 GPa [106]
Initial threshold (Fa0) 50 GPa [22]
Shear-enhancement coefficient (α) 7.63 HEL in [107]
Density change (ηa) 5% [25]

Reference amorphization rate (ξ̇c) 1.0
Rate sensitivity coefficient (m) 2

Amorphization Completion stress (Fac) 400 GPa Calibrated
Viscosity of amorphous phase (µband) 1000 Pa·s Rate-sensitive above 106s−1

Initial shear resistance (τ0) 7.0 GPa Shear strength
Critical failure strain (γc

band) 0.3
Failed-band number density ka 1.0×1023 m−3 Calibrated
Failed-band number density na 1
Energy dissipation rate per band (Gc) 100 J/m2 [108]
Minimum flaw size (smin) 1.0 µm

Flaw Maximum flaw size (smax) 25.0 µm
Distribution Distribution exponent (ζ) 2.6

Flaw density (η) 22 ×1012 m−3 Dynamic strength
Fracture toughness (KIc) 2.5 MPa

√
m [44]

Maximum crack velocity(Vm) 0.2 Cr [14]
Microcracking Crack growth exponent (κ) 1.0

Coefficient of friction (µ) 0.6 [109]
Crack orientation (φ) 60◦

Activation damage (Dc) 2.906
Frictional slope (A0) 0.15 Calibrated
Purely deviatoric strength (Y0) 0 MPa [87]

Granular Cohesive strength (B0) 3 MPa [87]
Plasticity Reference crush pressure (p0) 100 MPa

Reference distension (Jgp
0 ) 2.0

Consolidation pressure (pc) 30 GPa
Relaxation time (τgp) 7.0×10−9 s 0.1×10−9 s for amorphization

Table 1: Summary of material parameters for BC, slightly modified from
those presented earlier [102]
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Figure 8: Comparison of resulting damage in Abaqus and EPIC simulations
of a sphere impacting boron carbide at 400 m/s. Abaqus simulations are
the top row and EPIC simulations are shown in the bottom row.

provided a suitable baseline for initial development and validation of the
model[51, 52], but there are several other computational frameworks that
can be and are used within production environments. The initial implemen-
tation was converted to an Abaqus UMAT through a project with the High
Performance Computing Modernization Program (HPCMP) Productivity
Enhancement Technology Transfer and Training (PETTT) program[111].
This Abaqus UMAT based model can be used in many production codes
used throughout the US Department of Defense (DoD), US Department
of Energy (DOE), and Academia including Abaqus [112], Sierra/SM [113],
ALEGRA [114], ALE3D [115], and EPIC [116].

The historical model has been implemented as material models in dif-
ferent host codes based on the published model equations by each host code
developer. Not only does this approach create inefficiencies by duplicat-
ing effort, but it also introduces different implicit assumptions within the
model. These differences in assumptions may cause differences in the ob-
served simulation results. When different momentum solvers give different
results for the same initial boundary value problem it is important to sep-
arate differences due to the approximations within the momentum solver
like element types or large deformation treatment, or due to differences in
the material model. An additional benefit is that a common material model
format facilitates rapid transition of models between different host codes.
We note that micromechanics based models like the integrated model are
particularly susceptible to advection errors and additional steps can be
necessary to correct these errors. Some of the issues related to using this
integrated model within an advecting framework are discussed in [117].

Figure 8 shows simulation results from Abaqus and EPIC for the same
initial boundary value problem of a WC-Co sphere impacting a cylinder of
boron carbide at 400 m/s[102]. The Abaqus results are at the top of the
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figure and first appeared in [102]. The simulation results from EPIC are in
the bottom row of the figure. The Abaqus results are the damage pattern
1.75 µs after impact and the EPIC results are the damage pattern 2.0
µs after impact. Both damage patterns look qualitatively similar. Minor
differences in the damage patterns are results of the different realizations
of the initial flaw distribution in the material and possible small differences
in the contact algorithms between the two finite element codes. Differences
in initial flaw distribution are representative of real differences between
different pieces of ceramic taken from the same batch and they are an
important characteristic of brittle materials.

4.3 Validation of the Integrated model

Validation of the integrated model has been carried out previously in the
literature (validation is often first performed for the individual mechanism
submodels using experiments only sensitive to one mechanism, such as some
plate impact experiments for the case of amorphization). Different mecha-
nisms are known to be activated in plate impact tests on different ceramics
(e.g. amorphization for boron carbide and dislocation slip for silicon car-
bide). Details of the validation of the integrated model for the case of Boron
Carbide is presented in [102] using the experiments of Vogler et al. [107, 79]
in constant shock, shock release and shock-reshock modes. Note that the
amorphization model alone can also be validated using indentation exper-
iments, but the integrated model requires a wider range of experiments
in order to validate the other submodels as well as the integration of the
submodels [102].

5 An application of the integrated model

The integrated model can be applied to any situations involving the dy-
namic loading of boron carbide, including ballistic impact into boron car-
bide targets. Note that the nature of the model makes it less suitable for the
effective simulation of quasistatic loading problems. A subsequent paper
will present the results of simulations of impact in a variety of geometries
and initial material microstructures, but for the purposes of this paper we
focus primarily on a “canonical” example: a spherical impactor impacting
a disk-shaped target made of boron carbide (the simulation configuration is
shown before in figure 8 for a thick cylinder and figure 10a for a thin cylin-
der/disc). These simulations were performed on the Uintah 2.6 platform
using the constitutive parameters listed in Table 1 for a specific hot-pressed
boron carbide. This particular impact configuration was chosen because it
is also being used in an experimental campaign on the same material, and
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Figure 9: (a) Temporal variation of the particle velocity of the central
point (along the shot line) of the rear surface for different target cylinder
thicknesses. For these simulations, the target cylinder thickness are in mm;
the projectile is 1 mm in diameter and the impact velocity is 1500 m/s.
(b) Temporal variation of the particle velocity of the central point (along
the shot line) of the rear surface for different target cylinder thicknesses.
For these simulations, the impact velocity has been varied and is in m/s,
the target cylinder thickness is 3 mm whereas the projectile is 1 mm in
diameter. All the above simulations have been carried out using Uintah
2.6 software framework for a boron carbide target and a tungsten carbide
spherical projectile

.

later on newly designed materials (some of which are described in other
papers in this journal issue).

The quantities typically measured during such experiments are the im-
pactor velocity, the particle velocity at the rear surface of the target, and
the crater/hole sizes and shapes (the latter are measured post-mortem). If
flash X-ray imaging is available, one can also visualize the internal damage
of the target during the impact process. Simulations are able to access
much more information about the impact event, including the full 3D ve-
locity fields, the stress fields, and the evolving damage; but to assess a
simulation, one must compare the simulation result with quantities that
can be measured within the experiments.

Experimentally, the velocity at a point at the backface of the target
plate can be measured using a Photonic Doppler Velocimetry (PDV) sensor.
Thus one point of comparison of the simulation and the experiment is the
particle velocity at the rear surface. We exercise the integrated model to
simulate these impact experiments, and consider first the evolution of the
rear surface particle velocity for the case of a tungsten carbide ball (1 mm
in diameter) impacting a boron carbide disk at a velocity of 1500 ms−1.

One of the strengths of simulations, of course, is that one can explore the
parameter space (in this case the target thickness). Figure 9(a) shows the
predicted rear surface particle velocity history for this impact configuration,
as computed for target thicknesses of 9, 6 and 3 mm. It is immediately
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apparent that the model predicts that the rear surface velocity is much
larger for the 3 mm thick case, and indeed predicts that the velocity might
be below the easily detected range of the PDV system for larger thicknesses.
The model predicts that the measured particle velocity will jump to its
maximum level over less than a microsecond, and then delay to near zero
over 6 microseconds. This provides guidance to the experimental designer.
We do not yet have experimental measurements to compare with these
simulation results.

The other major control variable in such experiments is the impact
velocity. For fixed impactor diameter of 1 mm and fixed target thickness
of 3 mm, we have used the integrated model to predict the rear surface
particle velocity (the PDV signal) for different impact velocities, and the
results are presented in figure 9b. Note that the green line represents the
result shown in figure 9a for the 3 mm target thickness. Note the increasing
peak velocity, and the rate of increase of the peak velocity - these can also
be compared with experimental results as they become available.

Apart from giving us results which can be validated against experi-
mental observations, the integrated model can provide critical insight and
information for any given impact configuration (combination of impactor
size, impactor velocity, target size, and target material). Such informa-
tion includes the relative importance of each mechanism, the spatial and
temporal evolution of individual mechanisms in the process, as well as
the damage in the entire target. This is an important capability because
the materials design process involves the control of the microstructure and
chemistry, which controls the relative activity of each potential mechanism
(the mechanism-based design paradigm that we have discussed previously).

The ability of the integrative model to demonstrate supplementary in-
formation which cannot be directly observed from experimental investiga-
tions is demonstrated through the example in figure 10. The model can of
course also be used to examine other extreme loading situations, to assess
the relative importance of individual mechanisms in each situation (and
thus provide guidance to materials design for each application).

6 Implications for Materials Design

One of the major strengths of developing a mechanism-based integrated
model, as demonstrated in the previous section, is the ability to predict
which mechanisms are likely to be dominant in specific application config-
urations. The unit process (mechanism) models then allow one to modify
the composition and microstructure of the material so as to control that
specific subset of mechanisms, and thus one can design the material for
the specific application environment. As we have shown, the amorphiza-
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Figure 10: (a) Arrangement of a spherical ball (3 mm projectile) impacting
a cylindrical disk (3 mm thick target) [Color represents velocities. Red :
projectile with a specified velocity; Blue : target material initially at zero
velocity; Green and Yellow colors observed at the point of contact between
the projectile and target which lies in between the specified velocity of
projectile and zero velocity of target], (b) Amorphization region observed
as the impact is made (1 mm projectile impacting a 3 mm target) [Yellow
color representing the amorphized zone in the initial target colored blue],
(c) Granular flow region observed as the impact is made (1 mm projectile
impacting a 3 mm target) [Pink color representing the granular flow region
in the initial target colored blue], (d) Complete breakout of 3 mm target
plate by a 1 mm projectile at an impact velocity of 2400 m/s (along with
ejecta observed at the plate top) [Color coding represents damage variable
with red as fully damaged and blue as undamaged; in between colors - green
and yellow represents in between damage values], (e) damage region for a
9 mm plate impacted upon by a 1 mm projectile [Color coding represents
damage variable with red as fully damaged and blue as undamaged; in
between colors - green and yellow represents in between damage values],
(f) ejecta observed at the impact surface of a 9 mm plate impacted upon
by a 3 mm projectile [color coding represents jacobian of granular flow -
the intent here is to show the ejecta shown in lighter colors rising above
the surface of the target which is colored blue]. For all the figures, half
cylinder is shown for brevity of region demonstration along depth. The
target material is boron carbide and projectile is tungsten carbide.
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tion mechanism is primarily controlled by the chemistry and stoichiometry
of the boron carbide, while the fracture and fragmentation process is pri-
marily controlled by the distribution of the processing-induced defects in
hot-pressed boron carbide. Thus, for an application/target configuration in
which amorphization is developed (typically high velocity and highly con-
fined conditions), control of the chemistry and stoichiometry is paramount
in order to push back the onset of the amorphization mechanism. How-
ever, such stoichiometric control may not gain the designer very much if
the application involves lower impact velocities and lower confinement lev-
els, since under those conditions it is the carbonaceous defect distributions
that dominate the material behavior (by controlling fracture). The ability
of the integrated model to consider the potential competition (and interac-
tion) of these mechanisms is an important factor for materials design. We
note that the interactions can be strong: once amorphization sets in (at
high velocity and high confinement), the material effectively contains a new
population of defects that also affects the subsequent fracture behavior.

7 Some open questions

There remains much to be understood about boron carbide, and many
directions that are yet to be explored. Experimental measures of amor-
phization volume fractions under a range of loading conditions are still not
available, and the density of the amorphized material needs to be directly
measured (rather than inferred). Lacking these key pieces of information,
continuum-scale models of amorphization must still be fit to limited ex-
perimental data rather than computed from atomistic-scale models. There
remains a strong need to connect atomistic simulations to the mechani-
cal response under various loading conditions, particularly off the pressure
axis in the deviatoric stress versus hydrostatic stress space. There is also
very limited data on the effects of different types of mesoscale defects on
mechanical performance under these impact conditions. The potential of
grain boundary engineering to affect the dynamic mechanical behavior is
also a promising research direction. In terms of granular flow, physics-
based approaches such as the breakage model need explicit characteriza-
tion of fragment size distributions before and after load. Further, under
some extreme conditions (e.g. high impact velocities), the thermomechan-
ics of amorphization, fracture and granular flow remain to be explored in
depth. Finally, these is a strong need for plate impact experiments on well-
characterized boron carbides with known stoichiometry and microstruc-
tures.
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